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DET 1

STAIN REMOVER
for oily and greasy substances

Paste stain remover expressly studied and formulated for the specific removal of stains of greasy and oily nature. It does not
remove food and organic stains such as wine, coffee, fruit etc. for which DET 2 must be used.
By one or more applications the oily or greasy stain, even if deeply penetrated, comes on the surface and is absorbed by the
solid substances contained in DET 1. By this way the stain can be easily and completely removed by a simple mechanical
action.

FUNCTION

Solvent based stain remover, not foaming, for oily and greasy stains.

LINE

HOUSE

INDICATIONS

Suitable for the removal of every kind of greasy stains, dregs, sludge, wax, smog
environmental stains, lamp-black etc...

MATERIALS

Recommended for all kind of porous and not porous stone materials.
Do not use on rubber, linoleum and synthetics, painted wood etc…

USAGE

Before the use shake well the bottle. Apply DET 1 on the stain to be removed and
let the product work about 30-40 minutes long. Remove the residual with a clean
and moist cloth. If needed repeat, one or more times, the application. Repeated
applications can remove also deep stains and eliminate definitively eventual
superficial halos/marks.

TEST

A preliminary test on a small, hidden area is recommended before application.

COMPOSITION

Contains mix of solvents: methylene chloride, methyl alcohol, butanone and highly
absorbing powders .
Avoid the contact with eyes and skin. Wear impermeable gloves (rubber or PVC).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The application of the product doesn’t damage marbles, granites and natural
stones but can locally remove some kind of superficial treatment that must be
successively restored.

STABILITY

Stored in dry place, at temperature of 15-25°C (59-77°F), in the original containers
well closed, the product is stable.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The data provided derive from published information or from our own laboratory tests. The
information provided here must be considered as a guideline and not as any form of
performance guarantee.
Liability for defective products, when verified, is limited to the refund of the purchase price
since application of the product is beyond the control of the manufacturer or supplier.

NOTE

Solvent based stain remover. Wear impermeable gloves. Keep out from children
reach. For further information see the label or consult the Safety Data Sheet.

IMPORTANT

The presence of solvents can locally remove eventual pre-existent treatments.

MAINTENANCE

A PRELIMINARY TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION
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